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UX REVIEW
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A DIGITAL PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

INTENT

Co-design a Six Eye review service - A systematic 
approach to UX review that can be done by SDA Social 

Design experts or with existing teams.

Become an UX REVIEWER and Levelling up the quality of UX by 
standardizing your problem-sensing using a pain & gain 

template.

PURPOSE

MEANING

Doing continuous UX reviews will humanize software 
design, as the pain & gain format forces you to choose the 

human perspective over the product perspective.

SocialDesignAcademy.io/contact 2022



B. The  samuar i  swords  for
d ig i ta l  product  des igners .

CREATE WALLET 

DAEDALUS 4.9 #21112

FIRST REVIEW



DW- 1A - VOTE REGISTRATION
/HOMESCREEN

Information is 
silo-ed from the
main application.

These steps can 
be more easily be
communicated as
triggers in the main 
interface.Fund results

might be better 
in a top menu.

The 
conversational 
variant won’t 
need a special 
app and keeps 
voting in 
context.

Steps needed for voting are easier to 
bring to the actor using conversational 
interaction design, and brings steps in 
context.

Overall, there is quite some important
things going on here, spacing the 
attention points out of over a timeline 
is adviced. This is a good example how
software can become more pro-active.

Steps needed for voting are easier to 
bring to the actor using conversational 
interaction design, and brings steps in 
context.

Overall, there is quite some important
things going on here, spacing the 
attention points out of over a timeline 
is adviced. This is a good example how
software can become more pro-active.

A one channel strategy would
make it easier for people to 
participate, and enables us 
to bring content in context.



- Steps give a good overview, but one 
whole screen for a wallet selection is  
bit much.
- The plutocracy aspect disconnects 
merit and votingpower. Meaning your 
effort, knowledge and/or contributions 
carry no weight in your voting power.
- This is a good example of Silo-ing, a
social system must be designed as a 
communicating vessel.

DW- 1B - VOTE REGISTRATION
/SELECT WALLET



- Selection of a wallet should be step1 
or the last step, so changing your mind 
doesn’t force you to start over.

DW- 1C - VOTE REGISTRATION
/WALLET SELECTED



- Your voting power is probably being 
saved in meta, therefor you need to 
pay a transction fee.
- Rather would have my assistant ask,
do you want to register with this 
wallet, fingerprint scan done.

DW- 1D - VOTE REGISTRATION
/CONFIRM REGISTRATION 

Separation of utility 
and education. 
Strange time to 
learn more, as this 
is the submit step.



- Disabled button has no function, 
show on success?
- A minting process of a votingpower 
nft might make this process easier, as
it send the process elsewhere.
- A voting power NFT might also make
it easier to delegate your vote, and 
would make an QR Code obsolete.
- Conversational Interaction Design 
can bind systems together with one 
consistent interface  (Cardano/
Jormungandr blockchain in this case)

DW- 1E - VOTE REGISTRATION
/WRITE TO BLOCKCHAIN

Most important 
label of this stage is 
very small. Time 
requirement might 
be better to 
communicate 
ealier.



- 5 minute indication in this step 
makes no sense, it’s done.
- What happens on close? (didn’t try ;)
as it was the real deal for me.

DW- 1F - VOTE REGISTRATION
/WRITE COMPLETED

Most important 
label of this stage is 
very small. 



- This step prepares you to go to 
another channel/touch point, and 
cannot be considered to be seamless.
- Prone to human error.

DW- 1G - VOTE REGISTRATION
/WRITE COMPLETED



- This step pushes a lot of responsibility 
to the user. 
- Because the snapshot is in the future,
registration and voting app steps are 
separated.
- A lot of information that would be 
better to use in context.

DW- 1H - VOTE REGISTRATION
/RESPONSABILITY & PDF SAVE.

- ‘Your 
registration 
remains valid 
across funding 
rounds’, but 
that probably 
means this 
specific wallet 
as well.
- This probably 
also means that 
your ‘voting-
wallet’ needs to 
be topped-up 
for the next 
snapshot.
- PDF does 
mention the 
wallet name, 
but ask a lot of
the user.



QR CODE

- Simple but effective.
- Yet quite a step to bring to the voting
app when this becomes operational.
- Prone to human error, forgetting your 
Pin blocks you from voting.
- Receiving a Voting NFT that is send to
you wallet for one specific round might 
be more gracious. (using existing 
security)

DW- 1I - VOTE REGISTRATION
/VOTING REGISTRATION PDF
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Let’s make Cardano ready for family and friends.

Conversational Interaction Design is the next 

generation of transitional interface design that 

combines utility, education and hospitality in 

digital conversations instead of pages.

A Social Design Academy course

Conversational Interaction Design
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